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This paper considers incipient sensor fault detection issue for a class of nonlinear systems with “observer
unmatched” uncertainties. A particular fault detection sliding mode observer is designed for the aug-

obtained using LMI and line filter techniques to guarantee that the generated residuals are robust to
uncertainties and that sliding motion is not destroyed by faults. Then, three levels of novel adaptive
thresholds are proposed based on the reduced order sliding mode dynamics, which effectively improve
incipient sensor faults detectability. Case study of on the traction system in China Railway High-speed is
presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed incipient senor faults detection schemes.

& 2016 ISA. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Modern control systems have become more complex in order
to meet the increasing requirement for high levels of performance.
Control engineers are faced with increasingly complex systems for
which both the reliability and safety are very important. However,
component incipient faults, such as electrolyte loss effectiveness of
electrolytic capacitor, mechanical wears and bears etc., may induce
drastically changes and result in undesirable performance degra-
dation, even instability. These are life-critical for safety and actuate
critical systems such as aircrafts, spacecrafts, nuclear power plants,
chemical plants processing hazardous materials and high-speed
railways. Therefore, incipient fault detection and development
detection techniques are of practical significance. And, the most
important issue of reliable system operation is to detect and iso-
late incipient faults as early as possible, which can give operators
enough information and time to take proper measures to prevent
any serious consequences on systems.

Typically, abrupt faults affect safety-relevant systems, which
have to be detected early enough so that catastrophic con-
sequences can be avoided by early system reconfiguration. Such
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faults normally have larger effect on detection residuals than that
of modeling uncertainties, which can be detected by choosing
appropriate thresholds. At the other end, incipient faults are clo-
sely related to maintenance problems and early detection of worn
equipment is necessary. In this case, the amplitude of incipient
faults are typically small. Thus the detection presents challenges to
model-based FDI techniques due to the inseparable mixture
between incipient fault and modeling uncertainty. Therefore, it is
important to improve the residual robustness to system uncer-
tainties and select more proper thresholds to improve the
detectability of fault detection mechanism.

There are many methods proposed in last few decades to
enhance the robustness in observer based fault detection, such as
perfect unknown input decoupling [1–4], optimal H2,H1 schemes
[5–8], total measurable fault information residual [9], and pro-
jection method [10]. Fault detection schemes for switching sys-
tems [11,12] and semiconductor manufacturing processes [13]
have also been proposed. It has been recognized from general
existence condition in [2] that, for a residual generator perfectly
decoupled from unknown input, it is only possible when enough
output signals are available. Different from perfect decoupling
approach, the robust residual generators are designed in the
context of a trade-off between robustness against disturbances
and sensitivity to faults [5]. When perfect decoupling is not pos-
sible, the decision functions determined by residuals will be cor-
rupted by unknown inputs. The common practice to evaluate the
decision functions is to define appropriate thresholds, with which
d incipient sensor fault detection with application to high-speed
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the decision functions are compared [1]. Therefore, the robustness
residuals and proper selected thresholds are two important factors
to improve detectability of incipient fault detection mechanism.

During the past decades, sliding mode observers have been
used for FDI extensively [14–22]. Ref. [14] uses a sliding mode
observer to detect faults by disruption of sliding motion which is a
difficult problem and motivate much research in the area. In [15–
19], the “equivalent output injection” concept is used to explicitly
construct fault signals to detect and isolate the faults, including
sensor faults and actuator faults. In [18], uncertainties and dis-
turbances are considered, which need the so called “matched
uncertainty” in [23] assumption on the distribution matrices of the
modeling uncertainties and disturbances. Also, [17] studies the so
called “unmatched uncertainty” case based on the robust H1 to
enhance the robustness. Based on different structures of dis-
tribution matrices of faults and uncertainties, [20,22] combine the
Luenberger observer with sliding mode observer to detect faults,
which needs perfect decoupling between faults and uncertainties.
Therefore, sliding mode observer based FDI framework in [17,21]
mainly focus on robust residual generator design to get a trade-off
between robustness against disturbances and sensitivity to faults.
In reality, fault detectability can also be improved by selecting
proper thresholds and the adaptive threshold is intuitive (see, e.g.
[24]). However, adaptive threshold design based on sliding mode
observers has not been available.

In this paper, a nonlinear sliding mode observer with novel
designed sliding surface is proposed for incipient sensor fault
detection. The parameters of the observer are particular designed
relying on L2 gain, guaranteeing residual robustness to uncer-
tainties. At the same time, proper adaptive thresholds are obtained
based on the reduced order sliding motion, which effectively
improves incipient sensor fault detectability. Furthermore, differ-
ent levels of detection decision schemes for incipient sensor fault
development are proposed. The main contribution of this paper is
as follows:

1. A novel FD sliding mode observer framework is proposed to get
proper adaptive thresholds to improve incipient fault
detectability.

2. Incipient sensor fault development detection schemes are stu-
died and levels of detection decisions are proposed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, preliminaries and assumptions are presented. In Section 3, the
FDE sliding mode observer is proposed with parameters of
observer being designed based on LMI and linear filter techniques.
In Section 4, the sensor fault adaptive thresholds (for incipient
fault, fault and failure) are designed and the continuous and pie-
cewise continuous incipient sensor fault development detection
decisions are made. In Section 5, case study of an application to the
traction system in CRH (China Railway High-speed) is presented to
demonstrate the obtained results. Section 6 concludes this paper.
Fig. 1. Incipient sensor faults develop process.
2. Problems formulation

2.1. System description and incipient sensor fault modeling

Consider a class of linear systems with sensor faults described
by

_x ¼ Axþgðx;uÞþηðx;u;ω; tÞ;
y¼ CxþFf ðx;u; tÞ; ð1Þ
where xARn is state vector, uARm is control, ωARh represents
external disturbance vector, f : Rn �Rm �R-Rq is a nonlinear
smooth vector representing the incipient sensor faults. gðx;uÞ : Rn
Please cite this article as: Zhang K, et al. Sliding mode observer base
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�Rm-Rn is a known nonlinear smooth vector and ηðx;u;ω; tÞ :
Rn �Rm �Rh �R-Rn is a nonlinear smooth vector representing
the lumped disturbance, which is a generalized concept, possibly
including external disturbances, un-modelled dynamics, parameter
variations, and complex nonlinear dynamics. Matrices AARn�n, C
ARp�n and FARp�q are knownwith C being full row rank and F full
column rank.

Assuming that nZp4q. Without loss of generality, it is
assumed that the outputs of the system (1) have been reordered
(and scaled if necessary) so that the matrix F has the structure

F ¼
0
Iq

" #
: ð2Þ

A lemma for piecewise continuous signals to establish differ-
ential dynamic model is given as follows:

Lemma 1 (Saif and Guan [29]). For any piecewise continuous vector
function f : Rþ-Rq, and a stable q� q matrix Af, there exists an
input vector ξARq such that _f ¼ Af f þξ.

Based on the continuous developing way of incipient faults
analyzed in [26,28], this paper considers the incipient sensor fault
f(t) which is modeled by

_f ¼ Af f þξðx;u; tÞ; f ð0Þ ¼ 0; ð3Þ

where Af is a stable matrix with appropriate dimensions and ξ¼
½ξT1;…;ξTq �T ARq is an unknown vector. Taking the Laplace trans-
formation of Eq. (3), it is clear to see that in the frequency domain,
f ðsÞ ¼ ðsI�Af Þ�1ξ, which shows that the fault signal f is deter-
mined by ξðx;u; tÞ completely. It should be noted that Af is not a
designed parameter. Such a class of incipient faults has been stu-
died in [26,28].

Generally speaking, the amplitudes of the incipient faults are
small. With time going on, the incipient faults may continuously
develop to faults, and their amplitudes are bigger than that of
incipient faults. If no actions is taken, incipient faults may con-
tinuously evolve into failures, which means that measured output
signals are meaningless. The incipient sensor fault develops in a
continuous way shown in Fig. 1.

For the considered continuous developing fault signals f in
system (1), it can be divided into three stages: incipient sensor
fault, sensor fault and sensor failure. As seen from Fig. 1, the fol-
lowing terms can be given: 0o Jξðx;u; tÞJoξ, called “incipient

sensor fault”; ξr Jξðx;u; tÞJoξ , called “sensor fault”; and

ξr Jξðx;u; tÞJoþ1 called “sensor failure”. The “sensor failure”
can be further divided into “light sensor failure” and “severe

sensor failure” by the bound ξ , that is ξr Jξðx;u; tÞJoξ called

“light sensor failure” and ξr Jξðx;u; tÞJoþ1 called “light sensor
failure”. In addition, four time instants T0, T1, T2 and T3 are defined,
which represent incipient sensor fault occurrence time, incipient
sensor fault developing to sensor fault time (i.e., the time when ξ
d incipient sensor fault detection with application to high-speed
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Fig. 2. The sketch for the selection of ξ , ξ and ξ .
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surpassing ξ), incipient sensor fault developing to sensor failure

time (i.e., the time when ξ surpassing ξ ) respectively.

Remark 1. For mechanical components such as bears, wears and

electrolytic capacitors, ξ; ξ and ξ represent different damage
levels which can be obtained by real experiences and/or statistical

data. To some extend, ξ; ξ and ξ are determined by the require-
ment of system performance level. An example of linear state
feedback closed-loop system with the only pole at δ¼ a is given in
Fig. 2 to illustrate how to choose these bounds. Assuming that
after incipient sensor faults occur, the linear system performance
will degrade and the placed pole will go to right direction in S p
lane. As shown in Fig. 2, when the linear system performance

degrade to a level where the pole δ¼ b, the value of ξð�Þ ¼ ξ. Also
the linear system performance degrade to a level where the pole

δ¼ d, the value of ξð�Þ ¼ ξ . Moreover, when the linear system is

marginal stable, that is the pole δ¼ 0, the value of ξð�Þ ¼ ξ .

2.2. Preliminaries and assumptions

Consider system (1) with the output y partitioned as

y¼
y1
y2

" #
¼ CxþFf ðx;u; tÞ;C ¼

C1

C2

" #
; F ¼

0
Iq

" #
; ð4Þ

where C1ARðp�qÞ�n and C2ARq�n.
From (4), the system (1) and incipient sensor faults (3) can be

represented in an augmented form as follows:

_x
_f

" #
|ffl{zffl}

_xa

¼
A 0
0 Af

" #
|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Aa

x
f

" #
|ffl{zffl}

xa

þ gðx;u; tÞ
0

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

gaðxa ;u;tÞ

þ ηðx;u;ω; tÞ
0

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

ηaðxa ;u;ω;tÞ

þ
0
Iq

" #
|fflffl{zfflffl}Da

ξaðxa;u; tÞ; y¼ C; F½ �|ffl{zffl}
Ca

x

f

" #
; ð5Þ

where xa≔ðx; f Þ, AaARðnþqÞ�ðnþqÞ, CaARp�ðnþqÞ and DaARðnþqÞ�q

with Ca being full row rank and Da being full column rank. Notice
that the triple ðAa;Da;CaÞ is inherently relative degree one since
CaDa ¼ Iq and rank ðDaÞ ¼ q. From [31] and relative degree one fact,
there exists a coordinate transformation T1 such that, without loss
of generality that system (5) is transformed into the following
form

_x1 ¼ Aa11x1þAa12x2þga1ðxa;u; tÞþηa1ðxa;u;ω; tÞ;

_x2 ¼ Aa21x1þAa22x2þga2ðxa;u; tÞþηa2ðxa;u;ω; tÞþDa2ξðx;u; tÞ;

y¼ Ca2x2; ð6Þ

where xa ¼ colðx1; x2Þ, x1ARnþq�p, x2ARp, Aa11, Aa12, Aa21, Aa22,
Da2, Ca2, ga1ð�Þ, ga2ð�Þ ηa1ð�Þ and ηa2ð�Þ can be got based on [31].
Moreover, Ca2 is nonsingular.
Please cite this article as: Zhang K, et al. Sliding mode observer base
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Assumption 1. The triple ðAa;Da;CaÞ is minimum phase (The
invariant zeros (if any) of the triple (Aa;Da;Ca) lie in the left half
plane).

Remark 2. Assumption 1 is necessary for the sliding mode
observer design for systems with unknown inputs [15,17,31]. It has
proved in [36] that the unobservable modes of the pair (A,C) are
the invariant zeros of the triple ðAa;Da;CaÞ. Therefore, in order to
check Assumption 1, it is only required to find the unobservable
modes of the pair (A;C) and check whether all the unobservable
modes lie in the left half plane. ∇
3. FDE sliding mode observer design

In this section, the sliding mode observer with designed sliding
surface as FDE (fault detection estimator) will be designed to
guarantee that the L2 gain from uncertainties to output estimation
errors are minimized. Both the healthy and faulty systems enter
into the sliding surface before the incipient sensor fault developing

to severe sensor failure (i.e., ξ4ξ ).
From [18], there exist another linear transformation T described by

T ¼
Inþq�p L

0 Iq

" #
ð7Þ

with L¼ ½L1;0� with L1ARðnþq�pÞ�ðp�qÞ such that Âa11 ¼ Aa11þLAa21

is stable, and Âa12 ¼ ðAa11þLAa21ÞLþðAa12þLAa22Þ, ĝ a1 ¼ ga1
þLga2 ¼ ½Inþq�p; L�ga, η̂a1 ¼ ηa1þLηa2 ¼ ½Inþq�p; L�ηa. Therefore, in
the new coordinates z¼ Txa, system (6) can be described by

_z1 ¼ Âa11z1þ Âa12z2þ ĝa1ðT �1z;u; tÞþ η̂a1ðT �1z;u;ω; tÞ;
_z21 ¼ A1

a21z1þA11
a22z21þA12

a22z22þg1a2ðT �1z;u; tÞþη1a2ðT �1z;u;ω; tÞ;
_z22 ¼ A2

a21z1þA21
a22z21þA22

a22z22þg2a2ðT �1z;u; tÞ
þη2a2ðT �1z;u;ω; tÞþDa22ξ T �1z;u; t

� �
;

y¼ Ca21z21þCa22z22; ð8Þ
where z¼ colðz1; z2Þ with z1ARnþq�p, z2ARp, and z2≔ðz21; z22Þ ¼
C�1
a2 y with z21ARp�q and z22ARq. Moreover, z21 ¼ ½Ip�q;0�C�1

a2 y
and z22 ¼ ½0; Iq�C�1

a2 y.

Assumption 2. The modeling uncertainties, represented by ηað�Þ
in (5), ηa1ð�Þ and ηa2ð�Þ in (6), satisfy that 8ðxa; y;u;ωÞAXa � Y
�U �W, 8 t40,

Jηaðxa;u;ω; tÞJrη; Jηa1ðxa;u;ω; tÞJrη1ðy;u; tÞ;
Jηa2ðxa;u;ω; tÞJrη2ðy;u; tÞ ð9Þ
where η is a known constant, η1ð�Þ and η2ð�Þ are known functions,
and Xa �Rnþq;W �Rh;U �Rm and Y �Rp are compact sets.

Assumption 3. The known nonlinear terms ga1 xa;u; tð Þ and ga2
xa;u; tð Þ in (6) are uniformly Lipschitz in uAU , i.e., xa; x̂aAXa,

Jga1 xa;u; tð Þ�ga1 x̂a;u; t
� �

JrL1 Jxa� x̂a J ;
Jga2 xa;u; tð Þ�ga2 x̂a;u; t

� �
JrL2 Jxa� x̂a J ; ð10Þ

where L1 and L2 are the known Lipschitz constants for ga1 xa;u; tð Þ
and ga2 xa;u; tð Þ, respectively.

Remark 3. Assumption 2 requires that bounds on uncertainties in
(5) and (6) are known, which is important to obtain the proper
adaptive thresholds [34,35]. In this paper, there is no constraint on
the distribution matrices of uncertainties and faults. However, in
some sliding mode observer based fault diagnosis papers [20,22],
additional conditions on the distribution matrices are necessary to
completely decouple faults and uncertainties.

Since z2 is known, then z2 can be used to construct observers.
Denoting ẑ ¼ colðẑ1;C�1

a2 yÞ, then the sliding mode observer for
d incipient sensor fault detection with application to high-speed
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system (8) is chosen as

_̂z 1 ¼ Âa11ẑ1þ Âa12C
�1
a2 yþ ĝa1ðT �1ẑ ;u; tÞ;

_̂z 21 ¼ A1
a21ẑ1þA11

a22ẑ21þA12
a22ẑ22þg1a2ðT �1ẑ ;u; tÞ

þK11 ½Ip�q;0�C�1
a2 y� ẑ21

� �
þK12 ½0; Iq�C�1

a2 y� ẑ22
� �

þν;

_̂z 22 ¼ A2
a21ẑ1þA21

a22ẑ21þA22
a22ẑ22þg2a2ðT �1ẑ ;u; tÞ

þK21 ½Ip�q;0�C�1
a2 y� ẑ21

� �
þK22 ½0; Iq�C�1

a2 y� ẑ22
� �

;

ŷ ¼ Ca21ẑ21þCa22ẑ22 ð11Þ
where K11 and K22 are chosen such that A11

a22�K11 and A22
a22�K22

are stable, and from [18], K21 will not effect the observer stability
and can be any matrix with appropriate dimension. The function ν
is defined by

ν¼Mð�Þsgnð½Ip�q;0�C�1
a2 y� ẑ21Þ ð12Þ

where Mð�Þ is a positive scalar function to be determined.
Let e1 ¼ z1� ẑ1, e21 ¼ z21� ẑ21 and e22 ¼ z22� ẑ22. Then from

(8) and (11), before incipient sensor faults occur (i.e., for toT0),
the state estimation error dynamics are described by

_e1 ¼ Âa11e1þ ĝa1ðT �1z;u; tÞ� ĝa1ðT �1ẑ ;u; tÞþ η̂a1ðT �1z;u;ω; tÞ;
ð13Þ

_e21 ¼ A1
a21e1þ A11

a22�K11

� �
e21þðA12

a22�K12Þe22
þg1a2ðT �1z;u; tÞ�g1a2ðT �1ẑ ;u; tÞþη1a2ðT �1z;u;ω; tÞ�ν; ð14Þ

_e22 ¼ A2
a21e1þðA21

a22�K21Þe21þ A22
a22�K22

� �
e22

þg2a2ðT �1z;u; tÞ�g2a2ðT �1ẑ ;u; tÞþη2a2ðT �1z;u;ω; tÞ; ð15Þ

ey ¼ Ca21e21þCa22e22: ð16Þ
Note that

T �1z�T �1ẑ ¼
Inþq�p L

0 Iq

" #
z1� ẑ1

z2�C�1
a2 y

" #
¼ e1

0

� �
: ð17Þ

For error dynamics (13)–(16), the sliding surface is chosen as

S ¼ fðe1; e21; e22Þ : e21 ¼ 0g: ð18Þ

Remark 4. In [34,35], the output estimation errors ey (including
e21 and e22) are chosen as residuals. However, from error dynamics
(13)–(16), it can be seen that e22 reflects fault information directly,
e1 and e21 reflect fault information through e22 indirectly. There-
fore, only e22 is chosen as residual can arrive the same results
comparing with that choosing ey as residual in [34,35]. Further-
more, choosing e22 as residual facilitates to design more proper
adaptive threshold to improve detectability. ∇

Remark 5. In [15,16,18,30], the hyperplane ey¼0 is chosen as
sliding surface, in which faults are completely rejected by
“equivalent output rejection function”. In this paper, based on the
chosen sliding surface (18), the faults will not be rejected by
designed discontinuous rejection function ν in (12), which facil-
itates to generate residuals to detect faults. Moreover, the designed
adaptive thresholds are more proper than the adaptive thresholds
in [34,35] because of the reduced order sliding motion. ∇

Then the following conclusion is ready to be presented.

Proposition 1. Under Assumptions 1–3, the sliding motion of system
(13)–(16) without lumped uncertainties η̂a1 and η2a2 associated with
the surface (18) is asymptotically stable if K21¼A21

a22 and there exist
SPD matrices P1 and P2, L defined in (7) and K22 such that for the
given positive constants ε1, ε2, ε3, γ, L1 and L2 (Lipchitz constants for
ga1ðxa;u; tÞ and ga2ðxa;u; tÞ with respect to xa) such that the matrix
Please cite this article as: Zhang K, et al. Sliding mode observer base
railway traction device. ISA Transactions (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.
inequalities

P1A1þA
T
1P

T
1

� �
þ 1
ε1
P1P

T
1þε1ðLaÞ2Inþq�pþε2ðL2Þ2Inþq�p

þ 1
γ2
P1P1þ

1
γ2
P1LL

TP1þε3A
2T
a21A

2
a21 o 0; ð19Þ

P2A2þA
T
2P

T
2

� �
þ 1

ε2
þ 1
ε3

þ 1
γ2

	 

P2
2þCT

a22Ca22 o 0 ð20Þ

with La ¼L1þL2 is solvable, where

P1 : ¼ P1 Inþq�p; L
� �

; A1 : ¼
Aa11

Aa21

" #
; A2 : ¼ A22

a22�K22: ð21Þ

Furthermore, with lumped uncertainties η̂a1 and η2a2, under
Assumption 2, the error systems (13)–(15) are ISS (input-to-state
stable), and the L2 gain from ηa1ð�Þ and ηa2ð�Þ to e22 satisfies thatZ t

0
eT22C

T
a22Ca22e22dτrγ2

Z t

0
ηTa1ηa1þ2η2Ta2η

2
a2

� �
dτþϵ ð22Þ

where ϵ is defined later.

Proof. Consider a Lyapunov candidate function

V ¼ eT1P1e1þeT22P2e22: ð23Þ
when K21 ¼ A21

a22, the time derivative of V along the trajectories of
the systems (13) and (15) is given by

_V ¼ eT1 P1 Aa11þLAa21ð Þþ Aa11þLAa21ð ÞTP1

� �
e1

þ2eT1P1 Inþq�p; L
� �

ga T �1z;u; t
� �

�ga T �1ẑ ;u; tÞ
� ��

þ2eT1P1ηa1ð�Þþ2eT1P1Lηa2ð�Þ

þeT22 P2 A22
a22�K22

� �
þ A22

a22�K22

� �T
P2

	 

e22þ2eT22P2A

2
a21e1

þ2eT22P2 g2a2 T �1z;u; t
� �

�g2a2 T �1ẑ ;u; tÞ
� �

þ2eT22P2η2a2ð�Þ:
�

Note that, from La ¼L1þL2, it can be obtained that Jga T �1z;u;
�

tÞ�ga T �1ẑ ;u; tÞJr Jga1 T �1z;u; t
� ��

�ga1 T �1ẑ ;u; tÞJ
�

þ Jga2

T �1z;u; t
� �

�ga2 T �1ẑ ;u; tÞJrL1 JT �1z�
�

T �1ẑ Jþ L2 JT �1z�
T �1ẑ J ¼ La JT �1z�T �1ẑ J ¼La Je1 J , then from the well-known

inequality 2XTYr1
εX

TXþεYTY for any scalar ε40, it follows that

_V þeT22C
T
a22Ca22e22�γ2 ηTa1ηa1þ2η2Ta2η

2
a2

� �
¼ eT1 P1A1þA

T
1P

T
1

� �
e1þ

1
ε1
eT1P1P

T
1e1þε1ðLaÞ2eT1e1þε2ðL2Þ2eT1e1

þ 1
γ2
eT1P1P1e1� γηa1�

1
γ
eT1P1

	 

γηa1�

1
γ
eT1P1

	 
T

þ 1
γ2
eT1P1LL

TP1e1� γηa2�
1
γ
eT1P1L

	 

γηa2�

1
γ
eT1P1L

	 
T

þeT22 P2A2þA
T
2P

T
2

� �
e22þ

1
ε2
eT22P2P2e22þ

1
ε3
eT22P2P2e22

þε3eT1A
2T
a21A

2
a21e1þeT22C

T
a22Ca22e22þ

1
γ2

eT22P2P2e22

� γη2a22�
1
γ
eT22P2

	 

γη2a22�

1
γ
eT22P2

	 
T

: ð24Þ

Then

_V þeT22C
T
a22Ca22e22�γ2 ηTa1ηa1þ2η2Ta2η

2
a2

� �
reT1 P1A1þA

T
1P

T
1

� �
þ 1
ε1
P1P

T
1þε1ðLaÞ2Inþq�pþε2ðL2Þ2Inþq�pþ

1
γ2
P1P1

	 

e1

þeT1ε3A
2T
a21A

2
a21e1þ

1
γ2
eT1P1LL

TP1e1
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Fig. 3. Lines a; b: continuous incipient fault developments. Lines c; d: piecewise
continuous faults.
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þeT22 P2A2þA
T
2P

T
2

� �
þ 1

ε2
þ 1
ε3

þ 1
γ2

	 

P2
2þCT

a22Ca22

	 

e22r0:

ð25Þ

Thus the inequality (22) is satisfied with ϵ¼ V 0ð Þ ¼ eT1
ð0ÞP1e1ð0ÞþeT22ð0ÞP2e22ð0Þ, which only depends on the initial esti-
mation error e1ð0Þ and e22ð0Þ.

Hence the result follows. □

Note that inequalities (19) and (20) can be transformed into the
following LMI problem: for the given positive constants ε1, ε2, ε3,
γ, L1 and L2, solving P1, P2, Y1, Y2 such that

Ξ1 P1;Y1ð Þ P1 Y1 P1 Y1 ðA2
a21ÞT

n �ε1Inþq�p 0 0 0 0
n n �ε1Ip 0 0 0
n n n �γ2Inþq�p 0 0
n n n n �γ2Ip 0
n n n n n �ε3Iq

2
6666666664

3
7777777775
o0;

ð26Þ

Ξ2 P2;Y2ð Þ P2 P2 P2 CT
a22

n �ε2Iq 0 0 0
n n �ε3Iq 0 0
n n n �γ2Iq 0
n n n n � Ip

2
66666664

3
77777775
o0; ð27Þ

where Ξ1 P1;Y1ð Þ ¼ P1Aa11þAT
a11P1þY1Aa21þAT

a21Y
T
1þ ε1ðLaÞ2

Inþq�pþε2ðL2Þ2Inþq�p, Y1 ¼ P1L with P140, Ξ2 P2;Y2ð Þ ¼ P2A
22
a22

þðA22
a22ÞTP2�Y2�YT

2, Y2 ¼ P2K22 with P240.
The estimation error e22 is the residual used to detect the fault

occurrence. The objective here is to choose the gain L and K22 such
that minimizing the effect of the lumped disturbances η̂a1ð�Þ and
η2a2ð�Þ on e22, that is, to minimize the L2 gain γ40. Therefore an
optimization problem can be posed with regard to P1, P2, Y1, Y2 and
γ2, i.e., Minimize γ2 s.t. (26) and (27) with P140 and P240.

Remark 6. From Proposition 1, it can be seen that the Lyapunov
matrix in (23) of the error dynamics (13) and (15) is block diagonal
matrix, which implies that Âa11 and Â

22
a22 are stable and hence the

sliding motion (13) and (15) associated with sliding surface (18) is
ISS with the lumped uncertainties η̂a1ð�Þ and η2a2ð�Þ. ∇

To design gain Mð�Þ in (12), the bound of e1 in (13) with Lipchitz
nonlinear term should be calculated. Therefore, the following
lemmas are introduced.

Lemma 2 (Bellman–Gronwall Lemma, Ioannou and Sun [33]). Let t0,
c0; c1 and c2 be nonnegative constants, and κðtÞ be a nonnegative
piecewise continuous function. If h(t) satisfies the inequality

h tð Þrc0e�λ t� t0ð Þ þc1þc2

Z t

t0
e�λ t�τð Þκ τð Þh τð Þdτ; 8 tZt0;

then

h tð Þr c0þc1ð Þe�λ t� t0ð Þe
c2
R t

t0
κ sð Þdsþc1λ

Z t

t0
e�λ t�τð Þec2

R t

τ
κ sð Þdsdτ; 8 tZt0:

Lemma 3. Consider the error dynamic system described by (13) with
Âa11 being stable. Let k0 and λ0 be positive constants such that
JeÂa11t Jrk0e�λ0t . Assume that λ04k0 1þ JLJð ÞLa, where La is given
in Proposition 1. Then the state estimation error e1ðtÞ satisfies:

Je1ðtÞJrχ tð Þ; ð28Þ
Please cite this article as: Zhang K, et al. Sliding mode observer base
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where χ tð Þ9 k0η
λ0 �k0 1þ JL Jð ÞLa

þ k0ω1� k0η
λ0 �k0 1þ JL Jð ÞLa

� �
e� λ0 �k0ð1þ JL J ÞLað Þt and ω1 is a constant bound for Jz1ð0ÞJ .

Proof. From (13), it is obtained that

e1 ¼ eÂa11te1 0ð Þþ
Z t

0
eÂa11 t�τð Þ Inþq�p; L

� �
ga T �1z;u; t
� ���

�ga T �1ẑ ;u; tÞþηa
� ��

dτ: ð29Þ

Let k0 and λ0 are positive constants satisfying that
JeÂa11t Jrk0e�λ0t , and ω1 is a (possibly conservative) constant
bound for z1ð0Þ, such that Je1ð0ÞJ ¼ Jz1ð0ÞJrω1, which always
exist as said in [34]. By using (9), (10) and (17), then applying the
triangle inequality, it follows that

Je1 Jr
k0η
λ0

þ 1þ JLJð ÞLa

Z t

0
e�λ0 t� τð Þ Je1 Jdτþk0 ω1�

η
λ0

	 

e�λ0t :

ð30Þ

Now, by applying Lemma 2 to (30) with c0 ¼ k0 ω1� η
λ0

� �
, c1 ¼ k0η

λ0
,

c2 ¼ k0 1þ JLJð ÞLa and κðtÞ ¼ 1. The inequality (28) follows. □

Proposition 2. Under Assumptions 1–3, the error dynamics
(13)–(16) are driven to the sliding surface S given in (18) in finite
time and remain on it if K11 and K12 in (14) are chosen as K11 ¼ A11

a22

� Â
11
a22 with Â

11
a22 being stable and K12 ¼ A12

a22 respectively, and the
gain Mð�Þ in (12) satisfies

M �ð ÞZ JA1
a21 JþL1

� �
χðtÞþη2ð�Þþϖ; ð31Þ

where ϖ is a positive constant, χ tð Þ is defined in Lemma 3.

Proof. Let V ¼ eT21e21. From the expression of (14) and K11 ¼ A11
a22

� Â
11
a22 where Â

11
a22 is stable, and K12 ¼ A12

a22, it follows that

_V ¼ eT21 Â
11
a22þðÂ11

a22ÞT
� �

e21

þ2eT21 A1
a21e1þg1a2ðT �1z;u; tÞ�g1a2ðT �1ẑ ;u; tÞ

�
þη1a2ðT �1z;u;ω; tÞ

�
�2eT21ν: ð32Þ

Since Â
11
a22 is symmetric negative definite by designing appropriate

K11, it follows that Â
11
a22þðÂ11

a22ÞT o0. Then by applying (12),

_V r2Je21 J JA1
a21 JþL1

� �
Je1 Jþη2ð�Þ

� �
�2Mð�ÞJe21 J : ð33Þ

From (31) and (33), it follows that _V r�2ϖ Je21 Jr�2ϖV1=2,
which means that a reachability condition is satisfied. Hence the
conclusion follows. □

Remark 7. Propositions 1 and 2 show that the error dynamical
systems (13)–(15) are asymptotically stable. It should be noted
that this paper mainly focuses on fault detection by designing
d incipient sensor fault detection with application to high-speed
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proper thresholds. The observer designed here may not be directly
used to estimate/reconstruct fault as in [15–18]. ∇
4. Sensor fault detection decision schemes

In this paper, the faults considered are generated by differential
Eq. (3), which represents two types of faults: continuous faults and
piecewise continuous faults, shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, the general
sensor fault detection decision schemes, proposed in this paper,
are divided into two types:

1. Incipient sensor fault development detection decision scheme,
which is used to decide what time the incipient sensor faults are
developed into sensor faults and what time the incipient faults
are developed into sensor failures.

2. Fault detection decision scheme, which is used to detect the
incipient faults, faults and failures occurrence.

Decision principles: Corresponding to above two types fault
detection schemes and from Fig. 3, there are also two decision
principles:

1. Incipient sensor fault development detection decision principle: For
incipient sensor fault developing to sensor fault detection, if the
estimation errors ey are continuous, and there is a time instant
such that there is at least one of estimation errors ey surpassing
incipient fault threshold and another time instant surpassing
fault threshold. Then the development is considered as com-
pleted, such as the curve a in Fig. 3; For incipient sensor fault
developing to sensor failure detection, the estimation errors ey
are also required to be continuous, excepting above two time
instants, there is another time instant to surpass sensor failure
threshold, such as the curve b in Fig. 3.

2. Fault detection decision principle: If there is at least one of esti-
mation error ey surpasses incipient fault threshold, the incipient
sensor fault is considered occurrence. The detections on sensor
fault and failure are the same with incipient sensor fault
detection. Curves c and d in Fig. 3 have provided two examples.

Remark 8. It should be pointed out that Principle 2 is for tradi-
tional fault detection scheme, which has been discussed in,
[25,27,28,34], and Principle 1 is novel developed, which is mainly
used to detect and decide the development of continuous
incipient fault.

4.1. Fault detection decision schemes

4.1.1. Incipient sensor fault developing detection decision schemes
When sliding motion takes place and maintains on S given by

(18), e21 ¼ _e21 ¼ 0. Therefore, each component of the output esti-
mation error eyjðtÞ; j¼ 1;2;…; p can be expressed as eyjðtÞ9Ca22je22
where Ca22j is the jth row vector of matrix Ca22.

Incipient sensor fault developing to sensor fault decision scheme:
By applying (14), it is obtained that

eyj
 rkj

Z t

0
e�λj t�τð Þ JA2

a21 JþL2

� �
Je1 Jþη2

h i
dτþkjω2e�λj t ; ð34Þ

where kj and λj are positive constants satisfying Ca22jeÂ
22
a22t

 rkj

e�λj t and ω2 is a bound on Jz22ð0ÞJ , that is Je22ð0ÞJ ¼ Jz22ð0ÞJr
ω2 (note that ẑ22ð0Þ ¼ 0).
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Based on (28) and (34), it follows that

eyj
 rkj

Z t

0
e�λj t� τð Þ JA2

a21 JþL2

� �
χðτÞþη2

h i
dτþkjω2e�λj t ð35Þ

where χ tð Þ is defined in Lemma 3. Then incipient sensor fault
threshold δ1j is given by

δ1j tð Þ9kj

Z t

0
e�λj t� τð Þ JA2

a21 JþL2

� �
χðτÞþη2

h i
dτþkjω2e�λj t : ð36Þ

Based on Proposition 2, before incipient sensor fault is devel-

oped to severe sensor failure, (i.e., JξJrξ ), the sliding motion
maintains on S. In presence of incipient sensor faults, by using
similar reasoning as in (36), the sensor fault threshold δ2j is given by

δ2j tð Þ9kj

Z t

0
e�λj t�τð Þ JA2

a21 JþL2

� �
χðτÞþη2þ JDa22 Jξ

h i
dτþkjω2e�λj t :

ð37Þ
According to (36) and (37), the decision scheme on incipient

sensor fault developing to sensor fault is derived as follows:

I If output estimation errors ey are continuous all the time
and there exists at least one j with jA 1;2;…;p

� �
such

that eyj exceeds incipient sensor fault threshold δ1j given
by (36), then the decision that there exists at least one
incipient sensor fault developing to sensor fault is made
at the time when eyj exceeds sensor fault threshold δ2j
given in (37).

The detection time instant Tditft is defined as the first time
instant such that eyj Tditft

� � 4δ2j Tditft
� �

for some Tditft4T0 and
some jA 1;2;…; p

� �
, that is,

Tditft9 inf [
p

j ¼ 1
tZT0 eyj tð Þ

  4δ2j tð Þ
� �

: ð38Þ

Incipient sensor fault developing to sensor failure decision scheme:
After sensor failures occur (i.e., t4T2), the sliding motion on
sliding surface S may be disrupted. Based on Proposition 2, there

exists a bound ξ such that when ξoξrξ , the sliding motion

maintains on sliding surface. In addition, when ξ4ξ , the sliding
motion is destroyed, which is easy to decide sensor failures
occurrence [14].

In presence of light sensor failure, that is ξoξrξ , by using
similar reasoning as in (37), the sensor failure threshold δ3j is
given by

δ3j tð Þ9kj

Z t

0
e�λj t�τð Þ JA2

a21 JþL2

� �
χðτÞþη2þ JDa22 Jξ

�
dτþkjω2e�λj t :

�
ð39Þ

According to (37) and (36), the decision scheme on incipient
sensor fault developing to sensor failure is as follows:

II If output estimation errors ey are continuous and there
exists at least one j with jA 1;2;…; p

� �
such that eyj

exceeds incipient sensor fault threshold δ1j given by (36)
and sensor fault threshold δ2j given by (37), then the
decision that there exists at least one incipient sensor
fault developing to sensor failure is made when eyj
exceeds sensor failure threshold δ3j given in (39).

It is emphasized that the sensor failure detection time instant
Tditfe should be the first time instant such that eyj Tditfe

� � 4δ3j
d incipient sensor fault detection with application to high-speed
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Fig. 4. Railway traction circuit schematic diagram.

Fig. 5. Three phase PWM inverter topology.

Fig. 6. Incipient sensor fault developing to sensor fault detection in d�q-axis. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred
to the web version of this paper.)
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Tditfe
� �

for some Tditfe4T0 and some jA 1;2;…; p
� �

. Therefore,

Tditfe9 inf [
p

j ¼ 1
t4T0 eyj tð Þ

  4δ3j tð Þ
� �

: ð40Þ

4.1.2. Fault detection decision scheme
Incipient sensor fault detection decision scheme: According to

(35), the decision scheme on incipient sensor fault detection is
derived as follows:

III The decision on the occurrence of an incipient sensor
fault is made when the modulus of at least one compo-
nent of the output estimation errors (i.e., eyj) exceeds
incipient sensor fault threshold δ1j given by (36). The
incipient sensor fault detection time Tdi is given by

Tdi9 inf [
p

j ¼ 1
t4T0 eyj tð Þ

  4δ1j tð Þ
� �

: ð41Þ

Sensor fault detection decision scheme: Based on Proposition 2,
after a sensor fault occurrence and before developing to sensor
severe failure, the sliding motion maintains on S. According to
(37), sensor fault detection decision scheme is given as follows:

IV The decision on the occurrence of a sensor fault is made
when the modulus of at least one component of the
output estimation errors (i.e., eyj) exceeds sensor fault
threshold δ2j given by (37). The sensor fault detection
time instant Tdft is given by

Tdft9 inf [
p

j ¼ 1
t4T1 eyj tð Þ

  4δ2j tð Þ
� �

: ð42Þ

Sensor failure decision scheme: If the sensor failure signals are

not big enough to destroy the sliding motion, that is ξoξrξ , the
decision on sensor failure is given as follows:

V The decision on the occurrence of a sensor failure is
made when the modulus of at least one component of
Please cite this article as: Zhang K, et al. Sliding mode observer base
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the output estimation errors (i.e., eyj) exceeds sensor
failure threshold δ3j given by (39). The sensor failure
detection time Tdfe is given by

Tdfe9 [
p

j ¼ 1
t4T2 eyj tð Þ

  4δ3j tð Þ
� �

: ð43Þ

Remark 9. When the sliding motion of observer (11) on sliding
surface S is disrupted by failure signals, the sensor failure occur-
rence decision can also be made [14]. However, for incipient sen-
sor fault developing to sensor failure, the detection time Tdfes,
where Tdfes is the time instant that the sliding motion of observer
(11) is destroyed, is bigger than Tdfe given by (43) since the period

of the continuous sensor failure ξoξoξ is ahead of the period

that ξ oξ.

Therefore, the following theorem about fault detection is got:

Theorem 1. For the nonlinear system (8), the fault detection decision
schemes (I), (II) with adaptive thresholds (36), (37) and (39), guar-
antee that there is no false alarms before incipient sensor fault
developing to sensor fault and sensor failure respectively. Further-
more, the fault detection decision schemes (III), (IV), (V) characterized
by adaptive thresholds (36), (37) and (39) guarantee that there is no
false alarms before incipient sensor fault, sensor fault and sensor
failure occurrence respectively.

Remark 10. It should be pointed out that, all the detection deci-
sions (I–V) are made after that e21 ¼ 0, that is after sliding motion
takes place, which means that these decisions require that sliding
motion takes place earlier than that faults occur. However,
d incipient sensor fault detection with application to high-speed
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Fig. 7. Incipient sensor fault developing to sensor fault detection in A�B�C-axis.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is
referred to the web version of this paper.)

Fig. 8. Piecewise continuous fault developing detection in d�q-axis.

Fig. 9. Piecewise continuous fault developing detection in A�B�C-axis.
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compared with the abrupt fault, an incipient fault (for example,
the fault caused by mechanical wear) usually takes long time to
cause system failure. Moreover, the reachability constant can be
adjusted to guarantee that the sliding motion occurs at the very
initial stage. Therefore, the developed results can be applied to a
majority of cases in reality. ∇

4.2. Fault detectability schemes

In presence of incipient sensor fault and sensor fault (i.e.,
T0otoT2), based on Proposition 2, the sliding motion of error
dynamics (13)–(16) maintains on S defined in (18), and each
component eyj of the output estimation error is given by

eyjðtÞ ¼
Z t

T0

Ca22jeÂ
22
a22 t� τð Þ g2a2ðT �1z;u; τÞ�g2a2ðT �1ẑ ;u; τÞ

i
dτ

h

þ
Z t

T0

Ca22je
Â
22
a22 t� τð Þ A2

a21e1þη2a2ðT �1z;u;ω; τÞ
h i

dτ

þ
Z t

T0

Ca22je
Â
22
a22 t� τð ÞDa22ξ T �1z;u; τ

� �
dτþCa22je

Â
22
a22 t�T0ð Þe22 T0ð Þ:

ð44Þ

By applying the triangular inequality, it follows that

eyj
 Z Z t

T0

Ca22jeÂ
22
a22 t� τð ÞDa22ξ T �1z;u; τ

� �
dτ


�kj e22 T0ð Þ

 e�λj t�T0ð Þ

�kj

Z T

T0

e�λj t� τð Þ JA2
a21 JþL2

� �
χ τð Þþη2

h i
dτ: ð45Þ

Corresponding to I–V fault detection decision schemes, there are
five fault detectability schemes.

4.2.1. Incipient sensor fault developing to sensor fault detectability
scheme

The incipient sensor fault threshold δ1jðtÞ given by (35) for t4
T0 can be written as

δ1j tð Þ9kj

Z t

T0

e�λj t�τð Þ JA2
a21 JþL2

� �
χðτÞþη2

h i
dτþδ1j T0ð Þe�λj t�T0ð Þ:

ð46Þ

Therefore, based on (45) and (46), if there exist T0oTdioT1 such
Please cite this article as: Zhang K, et al. Sliding mode observer base
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thatZ Tdi

T0

Ca22jeÂ
22
a22 Tdi �τð ÞDa22ξ T �1z;u; τ

� �
dτ


Z2kjZ Tdi

T0

e�λj Tdi � τð Þ JA2
a21 JþL2

� �
χ τð Þþη2

a2

h i
dτ

þ kj e22 T0ð Þ
 þδj T0ð Þ� �

e�λj Tdi �T0ð Þ; ð47Þ

then eyj
 Zδ1j, and the incipient sensor fault will be detected at

time t ¼ Tdi, i.e., eyj Tdið Þ
 4δ1j Tdið Þ before it develops to

sensor fault.
Using the similar reasoning as in (46), the sensor fault adaptive

threshold δ2j for t4T1 can also be written as

δ2j tð Þ9kj

Z t

T1

e�λj t� τð Þ JA2
a21 JþL2

� �
χðτÞþη2

h
þ JDa22 Jξ

i
dτþδ2j T1ð Þe�λj t�T1ð Þ: ð48Þ

Based on (45) and (48), if there exists T1rTditftoT2 such thatZ Tditft

T1

Ca22jeÂ
22
a22 t� τð ÞDa22ξ T �1z;u; τ

� �
dτ




Zkj

Z Tditft

T1

e�λj Tditft �τð Þ 2 JA2
a21 JþL2

� �
χ τð Þþη2

a2

� �
þ JDa22ξ J

h i
dτ

þ kj e22 T1ð Þ
 þδj T1ð Þ� �

e�λj Tditft �T1ð Þ; ð49Þ
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then eyj
 Zδ2j, and if incipient sensor fault has been detected at

time Tdi, incipient sensor fault developing to sensor fault is
detected at time t ¼ Tditft , i.e., eyj Tditft

� � 4δ2j Tditft
� �

before it
develops to sensor failure.

Therefore, the following theorem is got:

Theorem 2. For the nonlinear system (8) with the fault decision
scheme I, defined by the fault detection estimator (11) and adaptive
thresholds (36), (37), if there exist some time instants T0oTdioT1

and T1oTditftoT2, and some jA 1;2;…; q
� �

, such that the unknown
input function ξ T �1z;u; t

� �
satisfies (47) and (49), then incipient

sensor fault developing to sensor fault will be detected at time Tditft.

4.2.2. Incipient sensor fault developing to sensor failure detectability
scheme

The sensor failure adaptive threshold δ3j for t4T2 can be
written as

δ3j tð Þ9kj

Z t

T2

e�λj t�τð Þ JA2
a21 JþL2

� �
χðτÞþη2

h

þ JDa22 Jξ
i
dτþδ3j T2ð Þe�λj t�T2ð Þ: ð50Þ

Based on (45) and (50), if there exists Tditfe4T2 such thatZ Tditfe

T2

Ca22je
Â
22
a22 t� τð ÞDa22ξ T �1z;u; τ

� �
dτ




Zkj

Z Tditfe

T2

e�λj t�τð Þ 2 JA2
a21 JþL2

� �
χ τð Þþη2

a2

� �
þ JDa22 Jξ

#
dτ

"

þ kj e22 T2ð Þ
 þδj T2ð Þ� �

e�λj Tditfe �T2ð Þ; ð51Þ

then eyj
 Zδ3j, and if incipient sensor fault developing to sensor

fault at time Tditft, the incipient sensor fault developing to sensor
failure is detected at time t ¼ Tditfe, i.e., eyj Tditfe

� � 4δ3j Tditfe
� �

.
In addition, the sensor failure can also be detected if the sensor

failure signals are big enough (i.e., ξ4ξ ) to destroy the sliding
motion of observer (11) on the sliding surface S. Comparing with
(51), the detectability is weaker than using the adaptive threshold

method since it does not require ξ4ξ .

Theorem 3. For the nonlinear system (8) with the fault decision
scheme II, defined by the fault detection estimator (11) and adaptive
thresholds (36), (37) and (39), if there exist some time instants T1o
TditftoT2 and Tditfe4T2, and some jA 1;2;…; q

� �
, such that the

unknown input function ξ T �1z;u; t
� �

satisfies (47), (49) and (51),
Please cite this article as: Zhang K, et al. Sliding mode observer base
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then the incipient sensor fault developing to sensor failure will be
detected at time t ¼ Tditfe.

Fault detection decision schemes III–V are traditional adaptive
threshold decision schemes for piecewise continuous faults. For
sensor fault detection scheme, if there exists T1oTdft such that
(49) holds, with Tditft replaced by Tdft, then the sensor fault is
detected at time t ¼ Tdft . Also, for sensor failure detection scheme,
if there exists T2oTdfe such that (51) holds, with Tditfe replaced by
Tdfe, then the sensor failure is detected at time t ¼ Tdfe. Therefore
the following result is ready to be presented.

Theorem 4. For the nonlinear system (8) with the fault decision
scheme III–V, defined by the fault detection estimator (11) and
adaptive thresholds (36), (37) and (39), if there exist some time
instants T0oTdi, T1oTdft and T2oTdfe, and some jA 1;2;…; q

� �
,

such that the unknown input function ξ T �1z;u; t
� �

satisfies (47) and
(49) with Tditft replaced by Tdft and (51) with Tditfe replaced by Tdfe,
then the incipient sensor fault, sensor fault and sensor failure will be
detected at time t ¼ Tdi, t ¼ Tditft and t ¼ Tditfe respectively.

Remark 11. It can be seen when sliding mode takes place, e21 ¼ 0
and eyj ¼ Ca22je22; j¼ 1;…; p, which means that the fault detection
detectability of proposed FD mechanism is improved. However, in
[34,35], e21 will never be zero. Therefore, the proposed adaptive
thresholds (36), (37) and (39) are more proper than these in
[34,35]. ∇
5. Case study: application to traction system

A typical ac/dc/ac power system, with a single phase PWM
boost rectifier and a three phase PWM inverter, used for electrical
traction drives is shown in Fig. 4. The topology structure of three
phase PWM voltage source inverter is shown in Fig. 5. Based on
the Kirchoff current and voltage lemma, it can be got that

_vcd ¼
1
Cf
idþω0vcq�

1
Cf
ild; ð52Þ

_vcq ¼
1
Cf
iq�ω0vcd�

1
Cf
ilq; ð53Þ

_id ¼
1
Lf
vdþω0iq�

1
Lf
vcd; ð54Þ

_iq ¼ 1
Lf
vd�ω0iq�

1
Lf
vcq; ð55Þ

where Lf and Cf are filter inductor, capacitor respectively, vd and vq
d incipient sensor fault detection with application to high-speed
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are d�q-axis inverter output voltages, vcd and vcq are d�q-axis
capacitor voltages, id and iq are d�q-axis inverter output currents,
ild and ilq are d�q-axis load currents, and ω0 is operation source
angle frequency.

Furthermore, an instantaneous power balance between the
input and output terminals of LC filters, which can improve the
ξðx;u; tÞ ¼

eð60te
� 2t Þ þ20 sin ð20xð1ÞÞþ3 cos ð10 sin ðxð3ÞÞÞþ

20 sin ð1000tÞþ20 cos ð10xð5Þxð3ÞÞþ½0:2;20�u; to0:16;
e60se

� 2s þ20 sin ð20xð1ÞÞþ3 cos ð10 sin ðxð3ÞÞÞ
þ20 sin ð2000tÞþ20 cos ð10xð5Þxð3ÞÞþ½0:2;20�u; s¼ 0:16;0:16oto0:2:

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð58Þ
dynamical response [32], is introduced as follows:

ild ¼
pf vcdþqf vcq

v2cdþv2cq
� � þω0Cf vcq�

ω0Lf i2dþ i2q
� �

v2cdþv2cq
� � vcq;

ilq ¼
pf vcq�qf vcd

v2cdþv2cq
� � �ω0Cf vcdþ

ω0Lf i2dþ i2q
� �

v2cdþv2cq
� � vcd; ð56Þ

where pf and qf are calculated with measured voltages and
currents.

Considering the measurement noises of voltages and currents,
which leads to the lumped uncertainties ηð�Þ given in (1), then Eqs.
(52)–(55) can be described by

_x ¼ AxþBuþEilðx;uÞþηðx;u;ω; tÞ;
y¼ CxþFf ; ð57Þ
ξðx;u; tÞ ¼

eð65te
� 2t Þ þ20 sin ð20xð1ÞÞþ3 cos ð10 sin ðxð3ÞÞÞþ

20 sin ð1000tÞþ20 cos ð10xð5Þxð3ÞÞþ½0:2;20�u; to0:16;
e65se

� 2s þ20 sin ð20xð1ÞÞþ3 cos ð10 sin ðxð3ÞÞÞ
þ20 sin ð2000tÞþ20 cos ð10xð5Þxð3ÞÞþ½0:2;20�u; s¼ 0:16;0:16oto0:2:

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð59Þ
where x¼ ½vcd; vcq; id; iq�T , u¼ ½vd; vq�T , il ¼ ½ild; ilq�T with ild and ilq
given in (56),

A¼

0 ω0
1
Cf

0

�ω0 0 0 1
Cf

� 1
Lf

0 � r
Lf

ω0

0 � 1
Lf

�ω0 � r
Lf

2
6666664

3
7777775; B¼

0 0
0 0
Vdc
Lf

0

0 Vdc
Lf

2
666664

3
777775; E¼

� 1
Cf

0

0 � 1
Cf

0 0
0 0

2
66664

3
77775;
ξðx;u; tÞ ¼

e45tþe40tþ20 sin ð20xð1ÞÞþ3 cos ð10 sin ðxð3ÞÞÞþ20 sin ð1
þ20 cos ð10xð5Þxð3ÞÞþ½0:2;20�u; to0:12;
e55sþexpð40tÞþ20 sin ð20xð1ÞÞþ3 cos ð10 sin ðxð3ÞÞÞþ30 s
þ20 cos ð10xð5Þxð3ÞÞþ½0:2;20�u; s¼ 0:12;0:12oto0:16;
e60sþ200þ20 sin ð20xð1ÞÞþ3 cos ð10 sin ðxð3ÞÞÞþ20 sin ð1
þ20 cos ð10xð5Þxð3ÞÞþ½0:2;20�u; s¼ 0:12;0:16oto0:2:

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:
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C ¼ 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

� �
and η x;u;ω; tð Þ ¼

20 sin vcdvcq
� �þ½2;5�u
cos vcdidð Þ

0:2 sin 10vcdiq
� �

2 cos i2q
� �

0

2
66666664

3
77777775
:

Assuming that the sensor fault occurs in the measured voltage
of voq, then F ¼ ½0;1�T . The incipient sensor fault considered is
generated by (3) as _f ¼ �1000f þξðx;u; tÞ; f ð0Þ ¼ 0. There are many
different fault modes depended on ξðx;u; tÞ to detect. In this
simulation, three fault modes will be considered.

5.1. Continuous incipient sensor fault developing to sensor fault
detection

In first case, the ξðx;u; tÞ is given by

which is continuous. Figs. 6 and 7 show the continuous residual
(solid and red line) and adaptive thresholds (including incipient
sensor fault threshold δ1 (dash and blue line), sensor fault
threshold δ2 (dash and cyan line) and sensor failure threshold δ3
(dash and black line)). It can be seen that the incipient sensor fault
is detected at time instant Tdi, and its development to sensor fault
is detected at time instant Tditft .
5.2. Continuous incipient sensor fault developing to sensor failure
detection

In this case, ξðx;u; tÞ is given by

which is also continuous. Comparing with the first case, the
000tÞ

in ð1000tÞ

000tÞ

ð60Þ
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incipient fault with input signal (59) develops faster than the fault
drove by (56) demonstrated by Figs. 8 and 9. As can be seen, the
incipient sensor fault develops to sensor failure at time instant Tditfe.

5.3. Piecewise continuous sensor fault detection

In this case, the sensor fault also expressed as _f ¼ �1000f þξð
x;u; tÞ; f ð0Þ ¼ 0 where
which is piecewise continuous and has jumps at time instants t ¼
0:12 s and t ¼ 0:16 s. As shown in Figs. 10 and 11, incipient sensor
fault is detected at time instant Tdi. After first jump at time
t¼0.12 s, the incipient sensor fault develops to sensor fault which
is detected at this time instant Tdft ¼ 0:12 s. Then the sensor fault
develops to sensor failure and is detected at time instant Tdfe.
6. Conclusion

This paper has proposed a sliding mode observer based FDE,
which is used to generate levels of residuals for the Lipchitz
nonlinear systems and obtain levels of proper adaptive thresholds.
As shown in the paper, the levels of proper adaptive thresholds
effectively improve incipient fault detectability. Furthermore, the
incipient sensor fault detection decision schemes have been stu-
died, including continuous incipient sensor faults developing to
sensor fault, continuous incipient sensor faults developing to
sensor failures and piecewise continuous sensor fault detection. At
last, an application example to the traction system in CRH (China
Railway High-speed) example is presented to demonstrate the
effectiveness of proposed incipient sensor fault development
detection schemes.
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